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Introductions



What is Phyphox?



What Sensors?

https://phyphox.org/sensordb/



s
What 
experiments?



“Audio Spectrum”

& 

“Audio Autocorrelation”

For single tone

Demo of Phyphox- Sound Waveforms



Using “Audio Spectrum”

Human Voice v Tuning Fork

Raw data/history/spectrum

Demo of Phyphox- Sound Waveforms

Using “Audio Autocorrelation”
Tools:

Pan and zoom

Pick data

Difference and slope

Export data

Timed Run



Using the “Tone Generator” for BEATS

Tone Generator with “SIMPLE” 
For single  tone

Tone Generator with “MULTI” 
for two tones causing Beats



JC Investigate the variation of atmospheric pressure and height

We live in a ‘sea’ of gases called our 
atmosphere
It creates  atmospheric or barometric 
pressure
The variation with height can be used 
as the basis of an altimeter

Where  P = ρgh
P = the atmospheric pressure
ρ = the air density
g = the acceleration  due to gravity



Using the “Pressure”

Take individual pressure and height 
measurements
Produce a ‘Calibration Curve’



Connecting your phone to a computer / Remote Access



Investigating Centripetal Force and Acceleration

Position a mobile phone into a 
salad-spinner.

Using “Centripetal Acceleration” 
and “Remote Access” tool

Fc = mrω2



Investigating Centripetal Force and Acceleration



To investigate  the Period of a Pendulum and determine ‘g’

Use  “Pendulum” and timed run  -default settings ok
You will need to swing the mobile phone in one plane
Press play and let the pendulum go. 
Measure the length of the pendulum l
(length of string + distance to centre of phone).
Repeat steps for more pendulum lengths.
Plot a straight-line graph of T2 against l to determine 
the acceleration “g”
The slope  will be equal to 4π2 /g

See Classroom Physics March 2021



“Acceleration without g” and Popper



“Acceleration without g” and Popper

With thanks to Joe Rowling

Popper mass =3.9g
a = 8ms-2

F = ma
= 14N

v = ?
h = ?

++



Exporting Data



Measuring Heart Rate:

Use:  “Acceleration (without g)”

Place the phone on your chest

Take a deep breath and hold it

Press 

Record for 4 or 5 seconds

Measuring Heart Rate -“Acceleration (without g)”

The z-axis is perpendicular to your phone when lying on 
your chest and so detects your heart beat best



Excellent support from: 

•https://phyphox.org/

YouTube Videos/ WIKI/ Forums

•Classroom Physics Phyphox Special
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/Cla
ssroom%20Physics_March%202021_dig_1.pdf

•GIVE IT A GO!!!

Phyphox –Next  Steps

https://phyphox.org/
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/Classroom Physics_March 2021_dig_1.pdf
https://spark.iop.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/Classroom Physics_March 2021_dig_1.pdf


@PhysicsNews

www.iop.org

Thank you for attending. 

I hope that you found it useful.
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